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The Change menu has the options to make changes to units in the design, pricing, layers and catalogs 
etc. The options are grouped together, keeping similar functions organized. 

Change Default Style  

This option allows the user to change styling options for the units in the room grouped in the ‘Default’ 
style block.  If no other style blocks have been created using the Change Selection Style option, all 
units in the design will be grouped into the ‘Default’ group.  

Different style options are available from each manufacturer.  The list of manufacturer settings will 
appear in the lower left block.   Only the options that the manufacturer offers will be available for 
selection.  For instance, if the catalog line offers a particular door style ONLY in Maple and Oak, then 
only Maple and Oak would appear in the Options column on the right. 

When a selection is highlighted  in the lower left block, the options for the selection will appear on the 
right.   
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If the complete list is not visible, a scroll bar will be present.  Use the scroll bar to view the complete 

Options list. 

A preview of the choices will show in the upper left block.  

To further enhance the preview, choose the Future Vision option from the dropdown in the preview 
area. 

Generic and manufacturer countertops are found in the manufacturer’s catalog.  Select the 
countertop type and color from the styling options to see the texture and color in colored renderings 
of the design. 

When all style options have been chosen, Click OK
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Default Style and Style Blocks 

To make changes to the Default Style (door style, wall color, worktop color etc.) select Change Default 
Style from the Change Menu. 

All the catalogs in the design will be displayed.  Select the catalog containing the items to change. 
Click OK
Note: Manufacturer’s units and countertop are located in the manufacturer’s catalog.  Graphic items 
such as fixtures, appliances, tiling and other graphic items are found in the Advanced Graphics 
catalog. 

When the default items in the room are update through this option, Fusion changes the graphic 
representation of the units in the room and updates pricing accordingly. 

The ‘default’ style block refers to the primary style selection in the design.  When the style (door style, 
finish color, construction options, etc.) is updated, the default style block is updated in the Room 
Details. 

Make the required changes and click OK.

Change Selection Style 

Changing the style of specific units places the selected units into a separate Style Block.  Fusion will 
label these Style Blocks alphabetically starting with Style Block A.   

To change units in the design to a different style, select any unit(s) that requires a different style.  
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With the units highlighted, select Change Selection Style from the Change menu.  

If the selected units are located in the same catalog, the Style Details window will open immediately.  
If selected units are located in multiple catalogs, a window will prompt the user to select the catalog. 

Using the Change Selection Style option will only change the style of the selected units. 

Change Wall, Window and Graphic Styles 

Change the colors and style options of fixtures and graphic items by selecting Change Default Style 
under the Change menu.   
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Select the Advanced Graphics catalog. Click OK.
Within the style details of Advance Graphics, Themes are available to coordinate colors in the design.  
To view the Theme style, click the dropdown menu in the preview window and select Future Vision.

When a theme is selected, all style settings will change to the theme style.  Fusion will select each color 
choice (walls color, door color, floor color, etc.) to match the theme style.  While a theme style is 
selected, color selections can not be changed individually.   

To change colors and textures in the Advanced Graphics catalog, change the theme style to *None.
All style settings (walls color, door color, floor color, etc.) will reflect the last color selected.  When 
*None is selected as the Theme Style, full color palettes will be available for each style choice. 

In the Style Details of the Advanced Graphics catalog, Floor and wall tile size, lighting brightness levels 
and appliance colors may also be changed.  After the selections are made, click OK to update the 
style in the design. 

Change Color allows the user to change the color or texture of a selected item or items.  

To change the color of units, first select the unit(s) to be changed.  When the units are highlighted, 
select Change Color from the Change menu.  NOTE - A single unit’s color may be changed using the 
context sensitive menu (right mouse click).  

The Change Color Dialog will appear.  


